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Dear Donors,
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Thank you for your support in our 2015 and 2016 funding cycle. I hope, in
reading the following pages of our Annual Report, that you will be proud of
what has been accomplished through your generosity. Together, we raised
$76,400 for Research and Conservation Grants (RCG) to fund 11 projects out of
a total of 25 grant applications (a total request of $177,227). You will see these
projects highlighted in the following pages.
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Supporting research,
exchange, and
collaboration in
conservation of bears
around the world.
The International
Association for Bear
Research and Management
(IBA) is a volunteer
organization. Donations
to IBA’s Bear Conservation
Fund are not subject
to overhead.
100% OF YOUR GIFT GOES
DIRECTLY TO GRANTS!

2016 has been a year of dynamism for the Bear Conservation Fund (BCF).
The 23rd International Conference of the Association for Bear Research and
Management was held in Anchorage in June leaving a trail of benefits for the
BCF. One was a major bequest by a long-term member of the IBA. The power
of legacy giving is profound for a small charity like ours, and because bear
scientists and managers make up the core of our organization, we’re here for
the long haul. I can only imagine our programs will improve with time as will
the reach of our charity in serving the world’s bears. The Bear Conservation
Fund is a great way to be remembered and also a great way to remember
those we’ve loved and lost, that being my own personal story.
The IBA’s June conference attracted 467 attendees from 38 countries,
and there was an excited buzz of reunion, networking, collaboration and
information-swapping for the 4 days of the conference. In the 2015-16 funding
cycle, the IBA did not receive any requests for Experience and Exchange
(E&E) grants, so these funds at $4,200, were moved by unanimous vote of our
council into travel grants. A travel grant brings a student or other researcher
to a conference for a full week of interface that would not have otherwise
possible, and thus mimics the mentoring and collaboration that happens
under E&E grants.
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The situation is dramatically different this
upcoming funding cycle because we have 6
applications for Experience and Exchange
Grants, and all submissions look compelling.
(Just FYI, the IBA has now three committees
to oversee distribution of income from the
BCF. We have a Research and Conservation
Grants Committee of 5 members, an
Experience and Exchange Grants Committee
and a Travel Grants Committee).
As part of the conference, the Anchorage
Bear Committee took up the task of
creating a public art installation, a “Parade
of Bears,” with sponsorship income going
towards student and international travel
to the IBA conference. Although the funds
photo from Bear Sponsor: Alaska Wildlife Conservation Center Artist: Dawn Gerety
were not collected in time to go for travel
for the Anchorage conference, sponsorship income amounted to $9,202 and will be used for student and
international travel to the next IBA Conference to be held in Quito, Ecuador, in November of 2017.
Also at the conference we had the pleasure of a visit
from 2 long time donors and advocates for the BCF.
I told them that our funding levels were set in 1992 and that we had never adjusted for inflation or the buying
power of the US dollar overseas. One of these donors has proffered a total of $30,000 to be split into two
years for a Research and Conservation Grant on a tropical bear (Andean, sloth and sun)
in order to test the hypothesis that an increase in funding level and guaranteed funding for multiple years
would be attractive to would be applicants and that we would receive even more grant applications of a
higher caliber and conservation impact. Well, now we are inundated in worthy proposals!
Donors, if there is ever a time to look deeper into your pocketbooks to support bear conservation,
now is the time! We have so many good people and projects, students and biologists who deliver
100 times on the dollar.
We also have the offer of a match for up to 2 new donors that offer $5,000. I’m excited to announce
this match. If you are reading this and you know of someone who would be interested to support bear
conservation at this level, please email me at BCF@bearbiology.com.
Lastly, we are approaching 2 really exciting milestones next year: 2017 marks the 25th anniversary of the
fund, and what is more exciting, total funds distributed over the life of the BCF in 24 years are $950,091,
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and this next funding cycle in 2017 will put us over the million dollar mark! This is a wonderful figure. Thank
you, donors, who year after year have given to the BCF and made it the success it is today.
As always, our challenge is to fund all worthy requests. By being a benefactor to bears you create reasons
for optimism. There is power in continuity and steady support. Please consider an annual gift to the Bear
Conservation Fund. Thank you for your generosity. With gratitude,

Julia Bevins
907-223-3483 | BCF@bearbiology.com
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DONOR LIST
Thanks for their generous support
of the Bear Conservation Fund
Alaska Biological Research Inc.
Jorge Andromidas
AVES France
Susan & Riley Bechtel
Julia Bevins
Melissa Bevins
Alan Brody
Tony Colonnese
Glen Contreras
Doug and Annabel Custance
Sue M. Dean
Art Drauglis
David Graber
Elisabeth Holmgren
Homer Bear Fund*
Neville & Robert Jacobs
Scott Jensen
John Bevins Foundation
Nora Kelly
Hugh & Diana Kendrick
Jennifer King
Lydia Kolter
Cindy Levy
Judith and Lester Lieberman
Little Rock Zoo
Catherine Madsen and Sarah Thomson
Sara Marvin
Gary & Judy Matson
Carol McIntyre

Karen Noyce
Betsy Noyce
Susan Olsen
Tom Paragi
Joshua Pierce
Charlie Rowland
Harry & Patricia Reynolds
John Rowland and Ginny Vincenti
Amy Ruf
Michael Schneider
Richard & Rita Segar
Martha & Carl Siebe
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Joyce Stahmann
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David Ufferfilge
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Scott Waterman
Hugh Williams
Kol Zarember
and other generous donors who
wish to remain anonymous
This reflects the funding cycle ending
February 15 th , 2016.
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ABOUT US
About the International Association for
Bear Research and Management (IBA)
The International Association for Bear Research and Management (IBA) is a non-profit 501.c3 tax-exempt
organization open to professional biologists, wildlife managers, and others dedicated to the conservation
of all 8 bear species. The organization has over 550 members from over 50 countries. It supports the
scientific management of bears by funding research and distributing scientific information. The IBA
sponsors international conferences on all aspects of bear biology, ecology, and management, supporting
face-to-face networking and exchange of current information. The IBA also publishes Ursus, a
journal of peer-reviewed scientific papers.

IBA Mission Statement Goal: The goal of the International Association for Bear
Research and Management (IBA) is to promote the conservation and restoration of
the world’s bears through science-based research, management, and education.
About the Bear Conservation Fund
The Bear Conservation Fund (BCF) is a program of the International Association for Bear Research and
Management (IBA), created to manage funds for IBA’s grants programs. Donations to the BCF come from
annual charitable distributions of the John Sheldon Bevins Memorial Foundation and the Homer Bear
Conservation Fund, an IBA donor-advised endowment, as well as from generous individual donors and
zoos. The Bear Conservation Fund was initiated in 2004 to expand a 12-year conservation grants program
funded by the Bevins Foundation. Now, each year the BCF brings in approximately $80,000 that supports
6-10 Research & Conservation grants, 1-4 Experience and Exchange Grants, several Conference Travel
Grants, and a small grant to the Action Fund of the IUCN Bear Specialist Group.
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RESEARCH AND CONSERVATION GRANTS FOR 2016: 11 SKETCHES

YESHEY WANGDI
Sloth Bears and Asiatic Black Bears in the
Bhutanese-India Boundary

Potential Sloth Bear Range
Author Thomas Sharp

Is the rare sloth bear to be found in the dangerous trans-boundary area between Bhutan and
India? The only confirmed report of a sloth bear in Bhutan in the last century was from a camera
trap photo in 2014, 2 km from the border. Historical accounts from more than 100 years ago claim
they were common in lowland areas. Yeshe Wangdi’s groundbreaking study will examine two
Bhutanese national parks near this border for both sloth bears and Asiatic black bears through the
use of camera traps and interviews with herders, adding historical depth and crucial, but hard to
obtain information.
Just as importantly, this study will bolster Yeshey’s interests and credentials as a bear biologist —
he would be the first in his country!
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MUHAMMAD WASEEM

Conservation of Asiatic black bear populations
by mitigating human-bear conflict through
development of joint rapid response mechanism
photos by
Muhammad Waseem
(top: Camera trap
picture of black bear in
Hangrai forests,
bottom left: Black bears
killed at Bela Paras 2015,
bottom right: Saliheen
(school going Child)
lost his eye on
August 21 2010)

Although in Pakistan the Asiatic black bear is
critically endangered, bear maulings are still a major
problem in remote communities and result in retaliatory
killing of black bears. Muhammad Waseem and his
team are addressing this through a comprehensive
plan of surveys, education and the development of
partnerships between villagers and local
wildlife officials.
How important is the IBA grant to the overall
success of your project?
“The IBA grant enabled us to produce baseline informaiton
about Asiatic black bear in Mansehra district, part of Khyber
Pakhtpnkhwa, one of the historic habitats for this species.
This is the first time in the history of Pakistan that this
beautiful animal has been captured in camera traps.
I am too much happy to work with the communities who,
because lack of education, always consider black bear as an enemy and useless for them. No one
shared bear related information, especially safety measures to reduce chances of bear attack on
human life and property (livestock & crops), with them.
Through this project we reached to selected villages/ communities and shared ecological
importance of black bears with children, women and men, religous leaders, politicians school
teachers, etc. and tried to help them to improve thier knowledge about safety measures.
I am interested to reach and share the importance of black bear with other communities in this
district and gather more information related to conservation issues. My goal is to be a contributor
to a long term conservation action plan/ strategy for the black bear conservation in the area
with the consultation of different stakeholders.” Muhammad Waseem
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DANA MORIN
Andean Bear Population Density
and Landscape Connectivity
in Northern Ecuador
Dana Morin and a group of research biologists from
Cornell University, the US Geological Survey, the Wildlife
Conservation Society, and the Consortium for Sustainable
Development of the Andean Ecoregion conducted a
5-day workshop in northern Ecuador to train residents
from local communities and regional biologists in camera
trapping of Andean bears. The camera trapping effort
was implemented from August – November 2016 over an
area 875 km2 and resulted in over 100,000 photos of bears
from 101 cameras, documenting an enormous amount of
mammal diversity at the camera stations. Information from
these photos will be used to plan wildlife corridors for
bears and estimate resistance to movement.

photos by
Dana Morin

This study has shown the value of a) placing
responsibility for research, in this case camera trapping,
on localcommunity and b) benefitting from locals’ knowledge of their landscape and wildlife.
In this case, the resounding success of this study can be attributed to local community
engagement.
How important is the IBA grant to the overall success of your project?
“The funds we received from IBA were used to help pay fair wages for local field technician that we
trained in Ecuador and were critical to the success of the project. Because of the funding we received
from IBA, we were able to monitor a larger extent of the study area for a longer period of time,
and hire more local field technicians from the communities into which we expanded the study.
Without the grant, we would not have been able to conduct they study at the extent required to
answer landscape-scale questions about Andean bear ecology. We are currently seeking additional
funding for multiple years of large-scale monitoring, which could not have happened without
the initial award from IBA” Dana Morin
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LIYA POKROVSKAYA
Conservation and Behavioral Ecology Of
Kamchatka Brown Bears
In 2016, Liya Pokrovskaya received continuation
funding for her Kamchatka brown bear study. The
primary aims of this project in the long-term are to
increase human safety and decrease bear mortality by
preventing bears from habituation to human trash, food
and settlements, and to provide critical information,
based on sound science, to help guide effective wildlife
conservation on Kamchatka.
How important is the IBA grant to the overall
success of your project?
“I would like to express my gratefulness for the second
grant for my project, which covers the major part of our
expedition expenses and allows us to collect essential
genetic material (1000 bear hair samples) and to conduct
crucial behavioral observations in the remote and
unexplored part of Kamchatka.” Liya Pokrovskaya
photos by
Liya Pokrovskaya
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NANDITA PATEL
Identifying Drivers for Human-sloth Bear
Coexistence in Gujarat, India
How important is the IBA grant to the
overall success of your project?
“IBA Grants made my wish come true. I was very much
interested in interdisciplinary study with special focus on the
hidden parameters shaping peoples attitude towards sloth
bear. This project idea is the outcome of the exchange grant
provided to Dr. Ine Dorresteijn. The RSG award will help in
understanding the factors favouring co-existence that will
ultimately prove of great help in conserving the sloth bear
and in mitigating the conflict. I am very much thankful to the
donors, IBA and my supervisors for providing me with the
opportunity.” Nandita Patel

photos by
Nandita Patel

A majority of the world’s sloth bears reside in India in
highly fragmented bits of wilderness interspersed with
human habitation and agriculture. Sloth bears can be
very aggressive and are responsible for literally hundreds
of attacks every year, many resulting in serious injuries
and even death. In areas where sloth bear attacks are
common, residents have antipathy for the bear, and
retaliatory killing is a major source of mortality for this
vulnerable species. Sloth bears are also threatened by
poaching and habitat fragmentation and development,
and they face a precarious furue.

This study aims to integrate knowledge on bear distribution,
diet, and conflicts, with people & perceptions on sloth bears
and sloth bear conservation. The importance of understanding
the local population & perception on sloth bears and sloth bear
conservation was highlighted in the pilot study conducted as part
of an IBA sponsored workshop last year. For example, local people
felt disempowered by current bear management. They perceived
that through the sloth bear’s protection status, bears had more
rights than humans while their community’s problems were ignored
by local and regional governments, leading to resentment towards
the bears and inhibiting conservation efforts.
We are hopeful this study will help lead to better human-sloth
bear coexistence and thus have important conservation value for
sloth bears throughout India.
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SHYAMALA RATNAYEKE
Individual Identification in Bornean
Sun Bears using the high tech and low
tech of cameras and duct tape
The Bornean sun bear’s future is threatened by rapid economic
development in Southeast Asia and the conversion of tropical forest to
agricultural monocultures such as Acacia and oil palm plantations. Worldwide
sun bear populations are believed to have decreased by 30% during the past
30 years from the collective impacts of habitat loss, hunting, and illegal trade
in bear parts. The bear is now listed as vulnerable. Apart from a few studies
on its biology and habitats, site-specific information regarding sun bear
occurrence is scarce and there are few reliable estimates of population
status or trends.

photo by
Shyamala Ratnayeke

How important is the IBA
grant to the overall success
of your project?
“The IBA grant has made it possible
for my student, Thye Lim Tee, to work
towards his master’s degree studying
sun bears in the wild. Thye Lim has
dedicated the last 5 years of his life
caring for and rehabilitating orphaned
and rescued sun bears.”
Shyamala Ratnayeke

An earlier study in Thailand has shown that individual identification of sun
bears was possible from the unique pattern of each bear’s chest-mark using
camera traps. We are testing a similar approach for Bornean sun bears at
the Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre in Malaysia, and are also testing
methods for snagging sun bear hair to collect genetic samples. The height
of the remote cameras and bait stations were modified for the smaller size
of Bornean bears. Two camera traps were set 3.5 m to 4.0 m away from bait
at a height of 0.6 m. Bait consisting of peanut butter and honey was placed
inside a piece of fire hose and tied 1.5 m above the ground. Bears were able
to reach the bait by standing up on their hind legs and exposing their chest
markings to the remote cameras.
Sun bear hair is shorter in comparison to other bear species and lacks
underfur, which makes traditional barbed wire hair traps and alligator clips
less effective at snagging hair. Instead, we used a double-steel cable covered
with duct tape set 0.35 m and 0.2 m from the ground. Hairs with follicles were
successfully collected with this approach and the duct tape remained sticky
for more than 10 days despite daily showers and humid conditions.
We will be applying these methods in the field to collect data from a
100-km² area at Tabin Wildlife Reserve to gain insights into the population
status, distribution, and genetics of sun bears in this area.
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SAM STEYAERT
Marking behavior, population density estimates,
and terrain use of Andean bears- generating
knowledge for a threatened umbrella species
photo by
Sam Steyaert

How important is the IBA grant to the
overall success of your project?
“Thanks to the IBA Grant, we purchased essential
equipment for our project (e.g. camera traps, GPS units,
densiometers) and covered field logistics (e.g., guiding and
travel). So far, we found 24 marking sites and installed 19
camera traps in cloud forests of two Ecuadorian provinces.
We have several recordings of marking behavior of this
elusive species, and data is steadily accumulating. Such video
recordings will help us to reveal the functional significance of
marking in Andean bears https://youtu.be/9FMtiaDauVw.
In addition, we looked for sign of Andean bears (digs,
claw marks and scat) to assess terrain use in the habitat around the marking sites. In this work, we collaborated
with researchers leading the Andean Conservation Program at the San Diego Zoo. It is our belief that
collaborations can only benefit research quality and enlarge the ecological and conservation implications
of our work. We also collected hair samples during fieldwork for storage in a database, open to use by other
researchers for genetic studies.
Our research has been very productive; i.e., we published one scientific paper and have several papers ‘in
the works’. We presented our research at the Anchorage IBA conference, and we organized workshops on best
practice field methods to be used when studying Andean bears. We also communicate our research to a wider
public, for example newsletters to the IBA newsletter and with our blog https://andeanbearblog.wordpress.
com/. The IBA grant has been indispensable for our research, which was mainly self-funded from 2012 to
2016. The grant truly boosted our actual work and output, and even career opportunities for our principal
investigator, Eva Filipczykova. Eva is currently negotiating terms and searching additional funding to conduct a
PhD on the topic of Andean bear marking behavior at the University of Queensland.” Sam Steyaert
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ANNIE LOOSEN
Grizzly and black bear habitat
use in a multi-use landscape
photos by
Annie Loosen

Ecologists have long called for a shift from singlespecies to multi-species studies. Interactions among
top predators have also been shown to have significant
population-level effects, yet have received less
attention in ecology.

Annie, for her Master’s degree, will analyze the
spatial distribution of two, high-density sympatric (coexisting) bear species, black bears and grizzly bears
in southwestern Alberta, using non-invasive genetic
How important is the IBA grant to the sampling along with a cutting edge analysis, testing a
overall success of your project?
variety of hypotheses about how one population
affects the other.
“The IBA Research and Conservation
Fund contributed substantially to my student
stipend, which is typically more difficult to
fund compared to field work, and is essential
to completing analyses and sharing results.
This fund also supported travel to stakeholder
meetings, which increases education and
awareness of bear research in my study area,
but also improves my research because I
receive feedback on project design and
interpretation of results. Funding from IBA
finalized my funding needs for this fiscal year,
so I am able to focus solely on course work,
data analysis, and distribution of results.”
Annie Loosen

Understanding how black and grizzly bears use the
landscape similarly or differently will allow the Alberta
government to better strategize conflict mitigation
efforts and ultimately, coexist with large carnivores.
Annie has connected with and gained the trust of the
community, enhancing the likelihood of success of future
conservation efforts for Alberta black bears.
The pioneering methods used to study and
analyze these sympatric species will have use in bear
conservation wherever more than one species of bear
occupies the same habitat.
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SALVIAMO L’ORSO
Bear-Smart Community Actions in
support of the Marsican Brown Bear
Started in January 2015, the Marsican Bear Smart Community project by
Salviamo l’Orso - lately renamed Bear Smart Community - promotes the recolonization process of the Marsican brown and ensures its persistence in the
Central Apennines by preventing conflicts between humans and bears and
educating local communities on how to coexist with this critically endangered
subspecies of Ursus arctos arctos. The main goal is to remove any food attractors
that may condition the bears and induce them to frequent urban areas.

photos by
Stefano Orlandini

In 2015 this project performed 11 out of 12 stated action items, such as
the installation of thirteen electric fences and their regular check and
maintenance, the placement of five bear-proof bins for organic waste, and
continuous activities to educate the local population to coexist with the bear
through the publication and dissemination of a best practice manual and
the organization of public meetings.
Thanks to a $8,000 grant from IBA and in-kind contribution from project
partners, more than 75% of farms are secured through the installation of electric
fences. We’ve also geo-referenced and removed fruit and limbs from orchard
trees no longer in commercial production in areas frequented by bears. We’ve
arranged the closure of 2 forestry roads to reduce dirt bike and other recreational
vehicle traffic and resultant human incursion.
Through our efforts, we’ve seen a 76% reduction in bear-related damages
and, what’s more, a change in the habits of food-conditioned brown bears.
These bears have moved to remote areas, or farms not yet secured from bear
incursions. Our results prove the effectiveness of our project and the importance
of continuing this work. The eventual goal is to have villages in bear habitat take
over the conflict mitigation measures so that the viability of this population of
brown bears is ensured.
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MARIA VITERI
Andean Bear Genetics and
Functional Connectivity
photos by
Maria Viteri

“Despite the fact that the Andean bear is the only bear
in South America, there is still little information and support
to study this species. Our main research objective was to
generate information on functional connectivity by means of
genetic analysis of hair and scat samples.
In 2016, the International Bear Association (IBA)
Conservation Grant Program awarded $7,088 to this project.
The support of the IBA Conservation Grant Program has been
extremely important for the successful completion of this
work. The fund allowed me to complete the computational
analysis and dissemination of this research. Thank you to the
donors who make the IBA Grant Program possible, during
the IBA Conference 2016 I was able to present these results
to a large audience of bear researchers around the world.
We now know that Andean bears in Ecuador present
medium levels of genetic diversity. We found that
populations in three protected areas of Northeastern Ecuador are connected
and thus it is extremely important to work towards conserving these areas
and maintaining their connectivity. Our analysis also suggests genetic
differences between north and south, and east and west bear populations,
these patterns follow geographical and anthropological barriers.
The completion of a research project is less attractive to be funded than
the beginning fieldwork, thus I am immensely grateful to the IBA Grant
Program. The IBA Grant Program is strategic and made it possible to
generate new information with a real impact for the conservation of Andean
bears. Thank you very much!” Maria Viteri
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GIRÒ FRANCESC &
GERARD BAARS

A mediation project in order to improve the
acceptance and cohabitation of brown bears and
humans in the Pyrenees(France, Spain and Andorra)

The Pyrenees harbors the smallest brown bear
population in Europe, at less than 30 animals. Growth
“We are indeed proud to have received the support of of this population is limited by human-caused mortality,
IBA as this project has not to-date received the attention much of it attributed to human–bear conflicts. Many
local people do not want this population to increase,
we believe it deserves. The locals are still sceptical, but
we will come to a mutual approach on biodiversity in the which means it remains perilously low (critically
Pyrénées, binding all groups of interest.” Girò Francesc
endangered due to small size) and subject to stochastic
events: indeed, the western portion of this population
was virtually extirpated by the unexpected death of the
last female, and a lack of immigration.
How important is the IBA grant to the overall
success of your project?

The governments of France and Spain are reluctant
to do anything to address the situation because it is
so complex, multi-faceted, and fraught with political
fallout. Giro and Gerard Baars are bringing together
relevant stakeholders to openly discuss their needs and
desires related to this population of bears, and explore
how to get there with the help of an expert moderator.
This will take place in 10 sessions over a period of 2
years. We have high hopes that agreements forged in
this mediation will ensure the viability of this population
at the brink of extinction.

photos by
Girò Francesc
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INCOME REPORT CARD
AND ALLOCATIONS
Information & Charts
Donations received between February 16th, 2015 and February 14, 2016, provided $86,175 for 2016
grants. Once again, IBA was able to allocate 100% of BCF donations to grants, taking no overhead.
Private donations from individuals continue to comprise an increasing proportion of annual revenues
relative to the John Bevins Memorial Foundation, IBA’s initial funding source, and the Homer Bear
Conservation Fund, IBA’s internal endowment. Private donations ranged in size from $25 - $25,435.
We appreciate donations of any size. Every dollar helps bear conservation.
Research & Conservation Grants received 90% of all program funds at $76,400. There were
no applications for Experience and Exchange Grants which usually receive 6%, and so this
income was placed by unanimous council decision into Conference Travel Grants for a total
of 8% of program funds ($9,277 includes leftover from 2015). The BSG Action Fund
received 2%, at $2,644.
Amount of Grants by Species 2015-16

No. Grants by Species 2015-16
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INCOME REPORT CARD
AND ALLOCATIONS
Bar Charts
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photos by
Liya Pokrovskaya
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DONATE BY FEBRUARY 15 TO BENEFIT 2017 GRANTS (AWARDED IN MARCH 2017)

DONATE ONLINE! www.bearbiology.com
OR CONTACT US! Julia Bevins, BFC Chair: BCF@bearbiology.com 19

THANK YOU DONORS!

photo by Girò Francesc
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